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Qian Yongan and the others’ faces changed, and even Xie Qianjun frowned. 

“Then how did our people, see you go to the Times Hotel?” 

Qian Yong’an said urgently. 

Lin Mo: “Your people, are they familiar with me?” 

“From hundreds of metres away, could he really tell if that person was me?” 

Qian Yong’an couldn’t help but stare, and then he glared, “You …… found someone to disguise himself as 

you?” 

Lin Mo smiled faintly, “Not only did he disguise himself as me, he also disguised himself as Master 

Zhaoge and Zhao Tianying.” 

“Otherwise, how could we make you believe that we went to the Times Hotel and how could we lure 

you all out?” 

Qian Yong’an’s face turned miserable white, yet with resignation, he said indignantly, “Then how did you 

know that we would send someone to follow you?” 

Lin Mo said slowly, “I didn’t know that you would send people to follow me, it was all a guess on my 

part.” 

“This is a trap I set up, if you really sent someone to follow me, then you would definitely fall for it.” 

“Obviously, this trap I set up is very effective, it has lured you all out!” 

Qian Yong’an was completely silent, he originally thought that everything was within his grasp. 

As long as he captured Xu Hanxia and Lin Mo’s family, he would be able to force Lin Mo and ask him 

about those secrets of the Lin family. 

Now he realised that it was all, not in his grasp, but in Lin Mo’s grasp. 

He prided himself on being shrewd, but he ended up stepping into the trap set by Lin Mo step by step, 

which made him feel a great shame. 

Lin Mo, however, ignored him and instead looked at Zhao Tianyuan: “I set up this trap, originally I only 

wanted to lure you out alone.” 

“Unexpectedly, there was a windfall.” 

“Zhao Tianyuan, you’ve really surprised me!” 

Zhao Tianyuan’s face was ironic and he did not say a word. 

At this moment, Xie Qianjun, who was standing next to him, spoke up, “This is indeed quite a surprise to 

me tonight.” 



“Lin Mo, it seems that I really underestimated you before, you really have some skills.” 

“But, so what?” 

“Even if your schemes are good, in front of absolute power, they’re all just empty!” 

Lin Mo frowned, “What are you?” 

Next to him, Qian Yong’an immediately ran over and proudly introduced Xie Qianjun’s identity. 

After hearing these words, Lin Mo’s face immediately turned cold. 

Someone from the Xie family, even Zhao Tianyuan had to bow down to him, so this person’s strength 

must not be simple. 

He had calculated everything, and had really counted Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun in. 

However, he had never dreamed that the Xie family would send someone over to get involved in this 

matter. 

He had been estimating the strength of both sides before. 

Zhao Tianyuan had Zhao Tianying to deal with, so he would definitely have no problem. 

As for Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun, he and Lin Zhaoge would deal with them respectively, and there 

was no problem either. 

Moreover, on his side, he still had the experts from those few clans in Su Province, as well as the strong 

people sent by those few clans in Guang Province. 

Together with the people Lin Zhaoge had brought from Wu Zhai, this was completely capable of 

crushing Zhao Tianyuan’s side, ah. 

However, now that Zhao Tianyuan had an additional Xie Qianjun on his side, the strength of these two 

sides was somewhat unequal. 

Lin Mo’s side was obviously not as strong as the other side. 

If they really fought, would Lin Mo’s side be able to gain an advantage? 

After a moment of silence, Lin Mo suddenly turned his head and bellowed, “Tiger, take Hanxia and the 

girls to go first!” 

Lin Mo already knew clearly that his side did not have much chance of winning this battle. 

Therefore, he had to let Xu Hanxia and the others leave safely first. 

Xie Qianjun let out a wild laugh, “If you want to run now, is it too late?” 

“This beauty stays, everyone else, kill without amnesty!” 

As he spoke, he jumped straight up and lunged straight towards Xu Hanxia. 

Lin Zhao was standing next to Xu Hanxia, so when he saw this, he immediately rushed over and threw 

out both palms to stop Xie Qianjun. 
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Faced with Lin Zhao’s aggressive strike, Xie Qianjun merely sneered and casually slapped his palm. 

With one palm against two, Lin Zhaoge was directly knocked back several steps and almost sat on his 

buttocks on the ground. 

Lin Zhaoge sucked in a breath of cold air, and a mouthful of fresh blood almost didn’t come out directly. 

But fortunately, he had bought some time by striking this blow. 

Lin Mo directly pulled Xu Hanxia away from him, and Tiger quickly rushed up with a group of people, 

protecting Xu Hanxia and the four of them behind him and leading them to quickly evacuate the villa. 

Xie Qianjun was unsuccessful in his first strike, and was incensed, “Death to those who stand in my 

way!” 

He rushed out again and struck Lin Zhao with a heavy palm strike. 

Looking at his stance, this time, he was completely intent on killing, ready to kill Lin Zhaoge with one 

blow. 

Just then, Lin Mo and Zhao Tianying pounced over at the same time. 

Lin Mo dragged Lin Zhaoge away, while Zhao Tianying stopped Xie Qianjun and exchanged a few moves 

with him. 

Zhao Tianying’s strength was considered quite good, however, after a few moves against Xie Qianjun, he 

was directly knocked back. 

Lin Mo frowned, this Xie Qianjun’s strength was simply too strong. 

These people alone were no match for Xie Qianjun! 

Luckily, at this moment, those people on Lin Mo’s side, rushed over and confronted Xie Qianjun. 

Lin Mo took the opportunity to use his energy to help Lin Zhaoge lower the churning Qi in his body. 

He took out a pill and let Lin Zhaoge take it, finally suppressing his injuries. 

Xie Qianjun scanned Lin Mo’s side disdainfully and sneered, “What’s the matter? Trying to stop me by 

virtue of having more people?” 

“Heh, with just this group of trash like you, what’s the use of having more people?” 

“I’m only going to say it once, if you don’t want to die, get lost now!” 

“Otherwise, don’t blame me, Xie Qianjun, for being merciless!” 

There was some confusion at the scene, the name of the Xie family in the capital was too loud. 

And this Xie Qianjun had studied martial arts under the Martial Emperor. This kind of strength was 

beyond their ability to resist! 

What was the difference between stopping Xie Qianjun like this and seeking death? 



At this moment, Chen Wuyuan stepped forward and said angrily, “Xie Qianjun, do you think that your 

Xie family can hide behind the sky?” 

“Last time, you forced the head of my Chen family to die over a trivial matter!” 

“Now, to humiliate us like this in front of so many families in my province, do you really think that all the 

families in my province are easy to bully?” 

“Today, our Chen Family will never back down!” 

“Gentlemen, a random playboy from the Xie family in the capital dares to call out to us like this.” 

“If we retreat today, how will the world look at us in the future?” 

“In the future, who will still have eyes for us?” 

The words were so loud and clear that the crowd, who had originally planned to retreat, were 

immediately energised. 

One man said angrily, “Xie Qianjun, if you have the guts, step over my corpse!” 

The others also shouted out, staring at Xie Qianjun with a fierce determination. 

Xie Qianjun let out a wild laugh, “Fine, then I’ll kill you first!” 

As he spoke, Xie Qianjun rushed out and headed straight for the man. 

The man’s face was grave as he took a deep breath and raised his palms to his chest, pushing them out 

fiercely, ready to strike a hard slap with Xie Qianjun. 

Xie Qianjun, however, sneered and struck out with the same blow, directly hitting the man’s palm. 

The crowd only heard a click as the man’s arm bone was directly broken. 

Xie Qianjun’s palm didn’t stop there, it went straight towards the man’s chest. 

If this palm hit the man, his internal organs would be shattered and his life would be over! 

In the nick of time, a man rushed to the scene and directly confronted Xie Qianjun with a palm strike. 

The man was knocked back by the blow, but he also grabbed the man and took a few steps back, 

allowing the man to escape. 

The crowd took a closer look and the man who struck was none other than Lin Mo! 
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This blow caused Lin Mo’s Qi and blood to churn as well. 

However, Lin Mo also took a pill in his mouth in advance. 

He quickly swallowed the pill, and the churning Qi and blood was directly suppressed, so that he did not 

vomit blood. 

This moment also made Lin Mo realise just how strong this Xie Qianjun was. 



Xie Qianjun glanced at Lin Mo and sneered, “Good boy, how dare you take a hard slap from me, Xie 

Qianjun!” 

“Good, since you want to seek death, then I will fulfill you!” 

“Take another slap from me!” 

Xie Qianjun quickly rushed towards Lin Mo, attacking him with all his might. 

At this moment, Zhao Tianying and Lin Zhao rushed over at the same time, joining forces to stop Xie 

Qianjun. 

However, even though the two joined forces, they were still at a complete disadvantage in front of Xie 

Qianjun, and only barely managed to stop him. 

Seeing such a situation, Lin Mo did not dare to hesitate and immediately rushed over, also joining forces 

to fight against Xie Qianjun. 

Xie Qianjun let out a wild laugh, “Three trash, how useful can they be when added together?” 

“Today, no one will be able to stop me!” 

Lin Mo’s three faces were blue, this Xie Qianjun was so strong that he had beaten the three of them 

back and had difficulty resisting. 

Seeing such a situation, Chen Wuyuan bellowed angrily, “Hear the order from the Chen family, attack 

with all your might to help Divine Doctor Lin!” 

The people of the other great clans also gave orders for their own clansmen to go to the aid of Lin Mo 

and the others. 

At this moment, Qian Yong’an also shouted, “Mr. Xie, we’re here to help you!” 

The people from both sides rushed out directly and mixed up in a direct battle. 

Although there were not many people on Xie Qianjun’s side, all of them were very strong, and for a 

while, the people on Lin Mo’s side were really no match. 

Zhao Tianyuan Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun, among others, were also in the middle of the melee. 

These three people were extremely strong, but whenever they struck, someone was bound to be 

injured. 

On Lin Mo’s side, the three men joined forces to surround Xie Qianjun alone, but they were still beaten 

back. 

It didn’t take long for Lin Zhao to be hit by Xie Qianjun’s palm, and he flew straight backwards, vomiting 

several mouthfuls of blood one after another. 

Lin Mo’s face changed and he quickly threw an elixir over, “Master Zhaoge, take this pill!” 

Who knew that just as the pill was thrown out, it was directly caught by Xie Qianjun. 

Xie Qianjun directly crushed the pill and sneered, “You’re almost dead, what’s the point of taking a pill?” 



“Suffer death!” 

Lin Zhaoge could not take the pills, his injuries could not be controlled, and his face quickly became 

miserable white as he shrivelled up on the ground, unable to strike. 

Now that Lin Mo and Zhao Tianying were left to fight against Xie Qianjun alone, the situation was even 

more critical. 

Zhao Tianying’s strength was far superior to Lin Mo’s, and he alone took most of the pressure. 

However, his strength was still a far cry from Xie Qianjun’s. 

It didn’t take long for Zhao Tianying to be wounded as well. 

Now, Lin Mo was left alone to take on Xie Qianjun, and the pressure was all transferred to him alone. 

As if he was a cat playing with a rat, Xie Qianjun chased Lin Mo while sneering incessantly, “Surnamed 

Lin, you should feel lucky.” 

“A door-to-door son-in-law, to die in my hands is already considered a great honour for you!” 

“Don’t worry, after you die, I will definitely help you take care of Xu Hanxia.” 

“Although she can’t be my legitimate wife, but, it’s still no problem to be a mistress for me, hahaha ……” 

As he spoke, he had already struck Lin Mo’s chest with a palm, sending him flying out. 

Lin Mo’s face was pale as he looked at Xie Qianjun, who was walking towards him step by step, and 

couldn’t help but despair. 

The difference in strength was here, what could he change? 

Xie Qianjun stood in front of Lin Mo and raised his hand smilingly, “Look at my face clearly.” 

“Maybe, when you die, you can still turn into a ghost and come to seek revenge on me, hahaha ……” 

In the midst of his wild laughter, he slapped his palm down. 

Lin Mo closed his eyes in resignation, with this slap, he could no longer escape. 
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Lin Mo closed his eyes, but the expected slap did not fall. 

Instead, he felt an eerie coldness that crossed his face. 

It was as if there was an ice cube that cut past his face. 

Immediately afterwards, Xie Qianjun’s angry roar came from the opposite side: “Who are you? How 

dare you stop me!” 

Lin Mo opened his eyes, only to see a woman dressed in green standing in front of him. 

The woman was covered in a green veil, carrying a wooden sheath and a long, cold sword in her hand. 



Lin Mo’s eyes widened, his face full of astonishment. 

Because, this woman, was none other than Shu Zhong Zhu Ye Qing! 

Lin Mo had never dreamed that it was Bamboo Leaf Green who had saved his life? 

What was this all about? 

How could she have come here? 

Moreover, with Bamboo Leaf Green’s personality, how could she have saved herself? 

In the midst of his confusion, Qian Yongan had already exclaimed, “Mr. Xie, she is Shu Zhong Zhu Yeqing, 

Zhang Jiu Duan’s own sister!” 

Xie Qianjun froze for a moment, “Zhu Yeqing!?” 

“That’s Zhang Bailing’s disciple?” 

Qian Yong’an: “Exactly her!” 

Xie Qianjun looked Zhu Yeqing up and down and smiled, “Looking at her body, she’s a beauty, but I just 

don’t know how this face looks like.” 

“Hey, little girl, why don’t you take off your veil and let me admire it?” 

Without a word, Bamboo Leaf Green raised her long sword instantly and pointed it straight at Xie 

Qianjun. 

Xie Qianjun frowned: “Forget it if you don’t want to, why do you need to fight with swords like this?” 

“Forget it, let’s get down to business.” 

“Bamboo Leaf Green, I have no grudge against you, what do you mean by this?” 

“Could it be that you want to meddle in the affairs of my Xie family in the capital?” 

Bamboo Ye Qing’s eyebrows were clear and cold as he said in a deep voice, “I don’t care about the Xie 

family or not, I’m here to kill Qian Yong’an and the Companions!” 

“Anyone who stands in my way is my enemy!” 

Xie Qianjun froze for a moment, and then laughed loudly, “So you have a grudge against them both!” 

“You have a grudge against them, just go and kill them both, why are you stopping me?” 

Zhu Yeqing glanced at him, “You are their backer, you are my enemy!” 

Xie Qianjun was confused, he scratched his head, “I only have a cooperative relationship with them, 

there is no such thing as a backer or not a backer?” 

“You didn’t even come here to kill them, you came here to throw your sword at me directly, what does 

that mean?” 

Bamboo Leaf Green’s expression remained unchanged: “If you shelter them, you deserve to die!” 



“It’s not too late for me to kill them after I kill you!” 

Xie Qianjun: “You didn’t even strike at them, so how do you know that I will definitely shelter them?” 

“You have to at least try your hand first, and if I do block it, then that’s sheltering, right?” 

Bamboo Leaf Green: “I don’t need to try!” 

“You deserve to die if you are in cahoots with them!” 

Xie Qianjun couldn’t help but be furious, “After all is said and done, you just want to be in league with 

me don’t you?” 

“Hmph, do you really think that because you have the Six Kings of the World as your master, you can be 

lawless?” 

“Let me tell you, my master is the Martial Emperor. In front of his old man, Zhang Bailing is not even a 

fart, you ……” 

Without waiting for him to finish, Bamboo Leaf Green slashed straight through. 

“Insult my master, D*mn you!” 

Bamboo Yeqing let out a cold cry. 

Seeing that this slash was coming hard, even Xie Qianjun did not dare to resist the blow, and had to take 

a few steps back to avoid it. 

But Bamboo Ye Qing had no intention of stopping, and he slashed at Xie Qianjun with his sword, one 

after another. 

Xie Qianjun was really enraged and shouted, “b*tch, you’re asking for death, so don’t blame me!” 

“Look at the moves!” 

Xie Qianjun struck out with all his might, battling with Bamboo Yeqing. 

Lin Mo stood at the back, having escaped from death, his heart filled with shock. 

Looking at the two people fighting against each other, his heart was even more shocked. 

Bamboo Leaf Green, surprisingly, was fighting with Xie Qianjun in an indistinguishable battle! 
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Lin Mo had only known before that Bamboo Leaf Green was not simple, but he did not know just how 

strong he was. 

This time, the three of them joined forces to attack Xie Qianjun, and they were all easily defeated. 

And Bamboo Ye Qing, with one person and one blade, fought Xie Qianjun alone, and surprisingly fought 

indistinguishably, thus showing how terrifying Bamboo Ye Qing’s strength really was. 

The fact that such a strong man was captured by the guest elder of the Wan Family was enough to show 

how strong the Ten Great Families of China really were. 



Originally, Xie Qianjun had not put Bamboo Yeqing in his eyes, but after fighting for a while, he realized 

that Bamboo Yeqing’s strength was really not simple. 

With a long sword, he was forced to retreat continuously. 

The two of them seemed to be in a difficult fight, but Xie Qianjun knew very well that he could not get 

close to Bamboo Yeqing at all. 

If they were to fight to the death, there was no way Xie Qianjun would be able to defeat Bamboo 

Yeqing! 

After a few moments of fighting, Xie Qianjun suddenly took a step back and said in a deep voice, 

“Bamboo Yeqing, is there any point for us to fight like this?” 

“I have no grudge against the Shu Zhong Blade King, moreover, the old man of my Xie family, and Zhang 

Bailing are also considered old acquaintances.” 

“Qian Yong’an and the Compa*s King, they have nothing to do with me either.” 

“If you want to kill them, I will never stop you.” 

“Between you and me, there is no need to fight for life and death like this.” 

Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun’s faces instantly turned pale, they could see that this Xie Qianjun just 

wanted to cross the river and tear down the bridge, not wanting to shelter them anymore. 

“Mr. Xie, we are working for you ah ……” 

Qian Yongan said urgently. 

Xie Qianjun glared directly at him, “Shut up!” 

“What do I, Xie Qianjun, need other people’s help to do what I want to do?” 

“Even without you guys, I can still take care of this Lin.” 

“What qualifications do you two have, to be in my Xie Qianjun’s company!” 

Qian Yongan’s face instantly became embarra*sed to the extreme, unable to utter a single word. 

Xie Qianjun looked at Zhu Yeqing and smiled, “Miss Zhang, I’ll leave these two to you.” 

“How about I settle our personal grudge with the one surnamed Lin first, and in no way affect you?” 

Xie Qianjun said, directly bypa*sing Zhu Yeqing and trying to run towards Lin Mo. 

Lin Mo’s face changed, Xie Qianjun had betrayed Qian Yong’an and Zun Zong, so wouldn’t he be finished 

this time? 

Who knew, Xie Qianjun had just taken two steps when Bamboo Leaf Green’s long knife was once again 

aimed at him. 

Xie Qianjun froze for a moment and frowned, “Miss Zhang, what do you mean by that?” 

Bamboo Leaf Green’s eyes were as cold as water, “Insult my master, D*mn you!” 



Xie Qianjun’s face was chilled, he had always been conceited, and he had already made a big concession 

by saying what he had just said. 

He had never expected that Bamboo Leaf Green would still press so hard, which made him quite 

annoyed. 

However, looking at Bamboo Yeqing’s long sword, Xie Qianjun finally gave in. 

He took a deep breath and squeezed out a smile once again, “Miss Zhang, that was a slip of the tongue 

on my part just now.” 

“Actually, I have great respect for the Hundred Victory Blade King.” 

“He is very close to my family’s old master and is my elder, so how could I possibly insult him?” 

“I’m here to say sorry for any offense, I really didn’t mean it.” 

“If you still don’t feel satisfied, how about I personally apologise on my doorstep another day?” 

Saying that, Xie Qianjun once again wanted to go around Bamboo Yeqing. 

Who knew that Bamboo Ye Qing’s long sword was always pointed at him, with no intention of letting 

him go. 

This time, Xie Qianjun was also annoyed. 

He frowned and said in a deep voice, “Bamboo Ye Qing, what exactly do you mean?” 

“I have also conceded and apologised, and I have said everything that needs to be said.” 

“You are still stopping me, what is this all about?” 

“I see that you didn’t want to come against Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun at all, I see that you want to 

come to shelter Lin Mo at all, right?” 
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Bamboo Leaf Green’s long sword remained unchanged and his gaze held a hint of disdain, “It’s not your 

turn to ask what I’m going to do.” 

“Xie Qianjun, I just don’t want to see you here.” 

“I’ll count to three, you either get out or I’ll kill you with my own hands!” 

Xie Qianjun was furious, “Zhang, do you really think I’m afraid of you?” 

“I am from the Xie family in the capital, my master is a Martial Emperor, my Xie family and the Nalan 

family ……” 

Without waiting for him to finish, Zhu Yeqing had already impatiently swung his sword and slashed over. 

“You talk too much nonsense!” 

A blade whistled, and where the blade pa*sed, a chilling aura forced its way through. 



The long blade was extremely powerful and even Xie Qianjun did not dare to take it hard. 

He dodged in a flash to avoid it, but Bamboo Leaf Green was faster than him and came after him in one 

step, slashing down again. 

Xie Qianjun was forced to retreat step by step and was in a terrible mess. 

He was furious, and his mouth kept hissing in anger, trying several times to return the attack, but he was 

forced by Bamboo Yeqing to make a move. 

Finally, Bamboo Yeqing struck Xie Qianjun’s left shoulder with a slash. 

Xie Qianjun let out a muffled grunt and broke out of the window, quickly fleeing the villa, leaving only a 

pool of blood behind. 

The blood dripped slowly down the blade and eventually dripped onto the ground, leaving not even a 

drop of blood on the blade. 

Only when they saw Xie Qianjun escape did Lin Mo and the others breathe a long sigh of relief. 

This time, the situation was really out of Lin Mo’s expectation. 

If it wasn’t for Bamboo Leaf Green, this time, Lin Mo was afraid that they would have been in danger. 

With the strength of Lin Mo and the others, they would not have been able to fight Xie Qianjun! 

Lin Mo stood up and hurriedly arched his hand, “Miss Zhang, thank you so much!” 

Zhu Yeqing’s gaze was icy as she gave him a glance and said in a deep voice, “Thanks for what?” 

Lin Mo: “Many thanks to Miss Zhang for saving my life!” 

Bamboo Leaf Green: “Lin Mo, don’t get the wrong idea, I didn’t save you!” 

“I only came to hunt down Qian Yong’an and the Companions, and this Xie Qianjun got in my way, so I 

struck out against him.” 

Lin Mo smiled, he didn’t say anything. 

In fact, he knew that this person, Bamboo Ye Qing, was still cold faced and warm hearted. 

If she really just wanted to kill Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun, then she could have killed those two 

with her bare hands. 

However, she still risked offending the Xie family by repelling Xie Qianjun, which was clearly helping Lin 

Mo. 

To put it bluntly, she was repaying her kindness, repaying the kindness of Lin Mo who had saved her last 

time in the Wan Family! 

It was just that Bamboo Leaf Green, a person with a cold face and a warm heart, would not say it out 

even though she was grateful in her heart, instead she just used the excuse of chasing after Qian 

Yong’an and Compa*s Zun to put it off. 



“No matter what, this kindness, Lin Mo still holds it in his heart!” 

Lin Mo once again arched his hand. 

Bamboo Leaf Green didn’t even look at him, instead his gaze looked around, “Huh, where are Qian 

Yong’an and Compulsion Zun?” 

“When did these two run away?” 

Nowadays, this scene was basically filled with people from Lin Mo’s side. 

Not only were Qian Yong’an and Compulsion Zun gone, but even Zhao Tianyuan was also gone. 

All three of these people, just now, had taken advantage of the battle between Bamboo Yeqing and Xie 

Qianjun to slip away. 

They could tell that Xie Qianjun was no match for Bamboo Yeqing. 

Moreover, Xie Qianjun had no intention of protecting them at all, instead he planned to push them out 

and let Bamboo Yeqing kill them to vent his anger. 

If the three of them continued to stay here, then they would definitely not live. 

Therefore, they could only slip away while the crowd’s attention was on Bamboo Ye Qing and Xie 

Qianjun. 

Seeing such a situation, Lin Mo smiled again. 

If Bamboo Yeqing had really run after Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun, then her attention must have 

been mostly on these two people, there was no way that these two people had slipped away without 

her knowing. 

And now, these two people had run away and she didn’t even know about it, so it could be seen that her 

purpose wasn’t these two people at all, either. 
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Bamboo Leaf Green did not stay here either, and left the villa directly, saying that she had gone after 

Qian Yong’an and the companions. 

But in fact, after she left the villa, she came to a small forest next to Wangjiang Garden, and did not go 

far at all. 

There were several people standing in the woods, one of whom was Zhang Jiuduan. 

Zhang Jiu Duan had a sad look on his face, “Little Flower, you said you wanted to kill Qian Yong’an and 

the compulsion daddy, but you ended up coming and injuring Xie Qianjun, how do you want me to 

explain to your master back?” 

Zhu Yeqing’s face remained unchanged as he gave him a serious look, “You’re afraid?” 

Zhang Jiu Duan brushed aside his mouth, “I’m not afraid.” 

“But the question is, is it worth it?” 



“It’s not appropriate to have a feud with the Xie family just to hunt down these two people, is it?” 

“Your master’s matter with the Wan family is still unresolved, and with that old man Wan recovering, 

your master will have to fight him again sooner or later.” 

“Now that another Xie family is involved, aren’t you afraid that your master will be in trouble!” 

Zhu Yeqing turned his head, looked at the Wangjiang Garden in the distance and said softly, “If my 

master is afraid of trouble, just let the Xie family come to me!” 

Zhang Jiu Duan was speechless, but when he looked at the Wangjiang Garden in the distance, there was 

an extra smile on the corner of his mouth. 

He knew his sister best, all these years, she was as murderous as a cold-blooded animal. 

Apart from Zhang Jiuduan, she had not cared for anyone! 

And this time, she appeared to be chasing and killing Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun, but in fact, she 

had stepped in to save Lin Mo. 

This showed that Lin Mo still carried some weight in her heart. 

Zhang Jiuduan didn’t want his sister to achieve much at all, nor did he want her to become one of the Six 

Kings of the World. 

Zhang Jiu Duan only wanted his beloved sister to have normal feelings and live a normal life. 

And it was as if Lin Mo’s appearance was gradually changing this. 

Therefore, even though this time Bamboo Ye Qing had gotten into trouble and injured Xie Qianjun, 

Zhang Jiuduan felt that it was all worth it. 

As for how things were resolved on the Xie family’s side, Zhang Jiuduan did not care. 

As long as he could make his sister happy, Zhang Jiu Duan would have no complaints even if he had to 

make enemies with the whole world! 

Bamboo Yeqing did not leave, and Zhang Jiuduan did not say anything about leaving either. 

He knew that Bamboo Leaf Green was going to guard this place for a while longer to prevent Xie Qianjun 

from killing over again. 

At this moment, in the middle of a wooded area a dozen kilometres away from Wangjiang Garden, the 

three of them, Zhao Tianyuan Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun, stopped panting. 

The three had just taken advantage of the chaos to escape from the Wangjiang Garden and had run for 

more than ten kilometres before they dared to catch their breath. 

Compose Zun was full of anger and gritted his teeth, “This son of a b*tch Xie Qianjun, he actually 

crossed the river and broke the bridge.” 

“I thought his Xie family was so capable, but I never thought that he would be scared sh*tless by a 

bamboo leaf green and betray us outright.” 



“Had we known this, we shouldn’t have worked with this b*****d Xie Qianjun!” 

Zhao Tianyuan looked at Qian Yong’an and said in a deep voice, “Qian Yong’an, is this the helper you 

found?” 

Qian Yongan was full of helplessness, “Big brother, how do I know he’s this kind of person?” 

“This Xie Qianjun, who is usually arrogant and domineering outside, is unbeatable.” 

“Moreover, he did cultivate under the Martial Emperor for three days, and he is also a member of the 

Xie family, so I thought it would be fine to ask him to come forward.” 

“However, he’s really not weak either.” 

“Tonight Lin Mo set such a trap, if it wasn’t for Xie Qianjun, wouldn’t the three of us have died long 

ago?” 

“If it wasn’t for a Bamboo Leaf Green killing us halfway, our plan would have been successful!” 

The Compa*s Emperor waved his hand, “All right, at this time, it’s not the time to argue about who is 

right and who is wrong.” 

“Now, what should we do?” 

“Xie Qianjun can’t be trusted, Lin Mo is after us, and Bamboo Leaf Green is also after us, where should 

we hide?” 

Chapter 1798 

Qian Yong’an’s face also became embarra*sed, their situation was really dangerous ah. 

Zhao Tianyuan frowned tightly, his situation was not much better than Qian Yongan’s companions. 

Now that the people of the Ten Great Families of Su Province and Guang Province were after him, he 

was in just as much crisis. 

Just as the three fell into silence, a car suddenly sped up the road next to them. 

The three were startled and hurriedly hid among the trees, not daring to let the people in the car spot 

them. 

The vehicle rushed past the trees at a great speed, looking as if it was in a great hurry. 

Qian Yongan took a look and suddenly exclaimed, “Isn’t that Xie Qianjun?” 

“He …… seems like he’s injured!” 

Both Zhao Tianyuan and Compa*s Zun also saw that the person sitting in the back seat was none other 

than Xie Qianjun. 

He was covering his arm, his face was pale and covered in blood, and it looked like he was seriously 

injured. 

Zun Zhuang said with a trembling voice: “Xie Qianjun is this strong, who injured him?” 



Qian Yong’an: “Does that need to be said?” 

“It must be Bamboo Leaf Green!” 

“Apart from Bamboo Leaf Green, who could have injured him?” 

Zun Zong’s face changed once again, “This Bamboo Leaf Green is too strong, isn’t it?” 

Qian Yongan’s face was also embarra*sed, being chased by such a strong person, that was not really a 

good thing. 

Zhao Tianyuan was silent for a while and suddenly said, “I have an idea!” 

Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun immediately looked at him, “What kind of idea?” 

Zhao Tianyuan looked at the two and said in a deep voice, “What do you think would be the result if Xie 

Qianjun died in Guangyang City?” 

Both of them were stunned, and then their faces changed drastically. 

Qian Yong’an said in a trembling voice: “You …… you want to kill Xie Qianjun?” 

“This can never be allowed!” 

“Xie Qianjun is a member of the Xie family and has a very high status in the Xie family.” 

“If he dies, the Xie family will definitely not take it lying down.” 

“The Xie family will definitely send a large number of people to hunt us down and avenge Xie Qianjun’s 

death.” 

“Moreover, Xie Qianjun is considered a disciple of the Martial Emperor, and those disciples of the 

Martial Emperor might also take revenge for him.” 

“Also, the Xie family is allied with the Nalan family by marriage. If the Nalan family also sends someone 

out, then …… we’ll really have no way to heaven and no way to earth!” 

Zhao Tianyuan glanced at him and said softly, “But what if no one knows that Xie Qianjun died in our 

hands?” 

Qian Yongan froze for a moment, “What do you …… you mean?” 

Zhao Tianyuan said slowly, “This is Guangyang City, which is Lin Mo’s territory.” 

“Xie Qianjun was injured by Zhu Yeqing.” 

“As a result, Xie Qianjun died in Guangyang City.” 

“Who exactly do you think the Xie family will settle this score, on?” 

Qian Yongan and Compa*s Zun’s eyes widened at the same time, and both exclaimed at the same time, 

“You …… are planning to frame Lin Mo and Zhu Yeqing?” 

Zhao Tianyuan: “No matter who is framed, as long as they can’t find out the real murderer, then Lin Mo 

and Bamboo Leaf Qing, they can’t get away with it.” 



“If the Xie family pursues the matter, they will have to be the ones to take the blame for it.” 

“In that case, Lin Mo and Zhu Yeqing, will have to face the Xie family.” 

“Where would they have the time and energy to come after us?” 

Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun looked at each other, and both of them were somewhat impressed. 

Qian Yong’an took a deep breath, “Your proposal is good, but it’s not that easy to kill Xie Qianjun, is it?” 

“Although Xie Qianjun is badly injured, a thin camel is bigger than a horse.” 

“Besides, he still has a few experts with him.” 

“With the three of us alone, we might even have to die in his hands!” 

Zhao Tianyuan laughed lightly, “It’s definitely not easy to kill him directly.” 

“But, if we can make him lose his guard against us.” 

“For example, if you use the excuse of treating his injuries and poison him, or directly seal his 

acupuncture points and control him, wouldn’t that be easy?” 
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Qian Yong’an’s eyes lit up, “That’s a good idea.” 

“If we can get close to them, moreover, the compulsion daddy can also put a compulsion on those in his 

entourage.” 

“At that time, we won’t even have to do anything, we can kill those people!” 

The compulsion djinn then frowned, “Poisoning and bewitching are not suitable.” 

“If it’s poisoning or bewitching, both can be traced by people.” 

“Especially if it’s poisoning, once it’s found out by the Xie family’s people, then they will definitely know 

that we did it.” 

Qian Yong’an scratched his head, “That’s true.” 

“But, if we don’t put down compulsions or poison, this won’t solve them either.” 

“What about this …… what about this ……” 

Zhao Tianyuan sneered, “What’s so hard about that?” 

“One can set fire to them after killing them.” 

“By then, even if the Xie family wanted to investigate, they wouldn’t be able to find any traces!” 

Qian Yong’an and Compa*s Zun looked at each other, and both of them shivered at the same time. 

It had to be said that this Zhao Tianyuan was indeed a ruthless person with a ruthless heart. 

Qian Yong’an took a deep breath, “This method, it’s not bad.” 



“We can give it a try.” 

The three of them settled on a plan and immediately ran out of the small forest and chased down the 

road. 

…… 

Wangjiang Garden. 

After what happened to Xie Qianjun, Lin Mo did not dare to be careless, and he arranged a large number 

of people to guard the place in Wangjiang Garden, in case Xie Qianjun came to sneak in again. 

But fortunately, no one came to Wangjiang Garden to cause trouble anymore. 

Lin Mo cured Zhao Tianying and Lin Zhao’s injuries and took a few pills himself to recover his strength. 

After this incident, Lin Mo once again realised his shortcomings. 

Although he had enough financial resources on his side, top combat power was still lacking. 

Once they met an expert like Xie Qianjun, they would be helpless, which was very troublesome. 

Therefore, the most crucial thing for Lin Mo right now was to improve the overall strength of his side. 

Of course, the most crucial thing was to improve his own strength. 

Last time, Lin Mo had scavenged a batch of rare herbs from Zhao Tianyuan’s dungeon, and intended to 

refine a potion that he could use to improve his own strength. 

At seven in the morning, Lin Mo had just eaten breakfast when he saw Tiger hurriedly running in from 

the door. 

He had a clearly joyful expression on his face, as if he had met something good. 

However, when he saw Xu Hanxia and the others sitting at the table, he didn’t say anything, he just said 

hello. 

There were some things outside that Lin Mo still didn’t want Xu Hanxia and the others to know about, 

lest they worry about it. 

Lin Mo waved his hand and led the tiger to the courtyard. 

Just as he stepped out of the doorway, Tiger said impatiently, “Brother Lin, great news from heaven!” 

“I’ve just received news that several burnt corpses have been found inside a solitary courtyard in the 

western suburbs.” 

“Guess, whose corpses are those?” 

Lin Mo gave the tiger a look, “You’re so happy and you’re still running to tell me, it must be the corpses 

of our enemies.” 

“It’s Qian Yong’an’s and Compa*s Zun’s, right? Are there any of Zhao Tianyuan’s?” 

Lao Hu laughed, “Brother Lin, you’ve guessed wrong this time.” 



“It’s not Qian Yong’an’s and Compa*s Zun’s and Zhao Tianyuan’s, it’s Xie Qianjun’s!” 

“A few corpses, we’ve already identified them, they are Xie Qianjun’s and those of his retinue!” 

Hearing this, Lin Mo first froze, then his face changed greatly and he grabbed Tiger’s arm: “Are you …… 

sure? It’s Xie Qianjun and his entourage’s?” 

Tiger was a little surprised, not knowing why Lin Mo was so excited. 

“Yes …… yes ……” 

“Our people have personally identified them, it’s these people!” 

Tiger said back. 

Lin Mo’s face instantly turned iron blue, he clenched his fists and gritted his teeth, “This is something 

wrong!” 

Lao Hu froze for a moment, “Brother Lin, what happened?” 

“Xie Qianjun is dead, isn’t that a good thing?” 
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Lin Mo glared at him, “Xie Qianjun is dead, and on our turf, you think that’s a good thing?” 

“When the Xie family finds out, what do you think they’ll think?” 

Tiger was suddenly stunned, and then his face also changed greatly, “Brother Lin, you mean that the Xie 

Family …… Xie Family will think that we killed Xie Qianjun?” 

Lin Mo shook his head, “It’s not whether the Xie family will think so, but this matter, we can’t get away 

with it at all!” 

“Last time with the Nine Leaves Fire Lotus, I had an enmity with the Xie Family, and the Xie Family has 

been trying to find an excuse to deal with me.” 

“This time, Xie Qianjun died in Guangyang City. Even if the Xie Family knows full well that I didn’t do this, 

they definitely won’t let me go!” 

Lao Hu immediately panicked, “Then …… what should we do about this?” 

“How about we help them find the murderer, so that the Xie family has no reason to find us in trouble?” 

“Xie Qianjun is so powerful, there aren’t many people who can kill him. Could it have been Bamboo Leaf 

Green who did it?” 

Lin Mo shook his head, “Definitely not her!” 

“Firstly, Bamboo Leaf Green wouldn’t have done this, she has no reason to frame me.” 

“Secondly, even if it was Bamboo Leaf Green who did it, she wouldn’t have set the fire, she doesn’t care 

to do such a thing!” 

Tiger scratched his head, “Then who could have done it?” 



Lin Mo said in a deep voice, “It must have something to do with Zhao Tianyuan!” 

“This man is extremely sinister and cunning, and he is ruthless, so he is the only one who can think of 

such a way.” 

Tiger: “Zhao Tianyuan?” 

“He’s not strong enough to kill Xie Qianjun, right?” 

Lin Mo: “There’s also Qian Yong’an and the Compa*s Zun.” 

“Since they had to burn the bodies of these people and destroy them, they must have poisoned or 

poisoned the companions.” 

“And the only way they can kill Xie Qianjun is by poisoning and bewitching him!” 

Tiger’s eyes widened, “In that case, it was Zhao Tianyuan Qian Yong’an and the Compulsion Zun who did 

it?” 

“In that case, let’s tell the Xie family about the murderer and have the Xie family go after them, won’t 

that be enough?” 

Lin Mo shook his head, “The Xie family won’t just give up on this matter so easily.” 

“The murderer has to die, and the Xie family, just as well, won’t let me go!” 

“Ai, I really didn’t expect that Zhao Tianyuan would be so sinister and ruthless, he even dared to kill Xie 

Qianjun.” 

“In order to frame me, he really dares to use any trick!” 

Lao Hu was full of worry: “Brother Lin, so what should we do now?” 

Lin Mo pondered for a long time and waved his hand, “Let’s respond to every change with no change.” 

“You go out first, have people spread the news, say that it was Zhao Tianyuan Qian Yong’an and 

Compa*s Zun who killed Xie Qianjun, create public opinion first.” 

Tiger immediately nodded, “Good!” 

Tiger hurriedly left, while Lin Mo took out his mobile phone and called the Crown Prince. 

This time, the matter had gone too far, and he was going to face the Xie family, whose strength was 

comparable to that of the Wan family. 

After these two heavy wounds, Su Province and Guang Province had suffered a serious loss of strength 

and were definitely no match for the Xie Family. 

Moreover, the remaining families in Su Province may not be willing to help Lin Mo. 

Therefore, once the Xie family came to kill, Lin Mo would have no power to resist at all. 

Before that could happen, he had to save his family first. 



He had to send Xu Hanxia and Lin Xi, as well as Xu Jiankong Fang Hui to Hai Cheng, so that the Crown 

Prince could shelter them. 

Even if the Xie family was strong, they would not dare to go to Haicheng to cause trouble. 

As for Lin Mo, if he was left alone and really couldn’t fight the Xie family, he could still find a way to 

escape. 

If he could stay in the green hills, he wouldn’t be afraid of having no firewood to burn. 

Lin Mo called the Crown Prince and briefly explained what had happened here. 

The prince was also very straightforward and agreed to the matter without hesitation. 

He also personally sent someone over to help Lin Mo bring Lin Xi and Xu Hanxia to Haicheng. 

As for the Xie family, there was nothing he could do, after all, the Xie family had a huge background and 

was not something he could counteract! 

 


